
Reach MORE Customers with PC-Based Solution
Applicable for any customer type! This PC‑based station is ideal for 

the common user in everyday situations, yet also perfect for the 
savvy guard overseeing an entire security operations center (SOC).

The software provides opportunities to revisit your existing 
IX Series installations too. Those who currently have an IX Series 

system can easily have their master stations replaced or added to 
locations where there isn’t room for a physical master station.

Easy-to-Use 
PC Master Station 
Software with 
Intuitive Interface
Convert your customer’s 
computer into a 
feature‑rich intercom!

Whether the need is for the simple 
management of intercom solutions in small 
schools and offices, or for meeting the 
more complex demands of enterprise‑level 
communication, the IX Series PC Master 
Station Software is your answer. 

IX-SOFT PC Master Station Software
The compact USB dongle allows your customer to 

experience the simplicity of a desktop intercom.
ACTUAL SIZE
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ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Why offer your customers the IX Series 
PC Master Station Software?

From typical applications to complex configurations, the software 
offers the same features as the IX Series physical master stations.

  Interactive map is a visual, 
efficient way of selecting stations

  Staff can immediately detect where a call is 
originated and relay those details to first responders 
for them to accurately locate those in need of help

  Drag-selection style makes it easy to 
group call, page, or monitor on the fly

  General messages or paging alerts can be 
broadcast to a specific group or to the entire 
system, getting notifications to the masses

  Color-coded call-in priority notifications allow 
personnel to quickly assess if a situation is 
a general inquiry or a potential threat

  Layering maps provides the ability to zoom into specific 
areas for easier selection (campus, building, floor, etc)

  Reclaim valuable desk space
  The PC Master Station Software eliminates the 

need of a physical master station, avoiding clutter 
where desk and counter space are a premium

  The USB dongle is your customer’s required 
key to continue accessing the software

  Device Check and Line Supervision ensure 
the system will operate as expected

  Verifies all products are functioning properly and connected 
to the network, in which a notification is immediately 
sent if something is malfunctioning or offline

  Operators will no longer have to perform a manual audit, 
a time-consuming process now done with the software

  Video conversations can easily be recorded
  Recordings can be referred to at any time and transferred to other 

storage media (USB drives, SD cards, NAS systems, etc.)

  In the event of a crime, recordings can be 
used to substantiate actual events

  Computer screen offers a larger viewing platform
  The PC software can operate on any computer running Windows® 

7 (64bit), Windows® 8.1 (32/64bit), or Windows® 10 (32/64bit)


